Experience silky smooth razor sharp detail in moving images.

P1+

www.norxe.com

processing by Norxe
Projectors designed and manufactured by Norxe are a perfect
match for demanding mul -channel applica ons with high
resolu on and fast-moving content. Con nuing a legacy of more
than 30 years within the projector industry, Norxe designs and
manufactures projectors for the simulator industry. Our projectors
provide stunning visuals in simulators within all types of
demanding mission cri cal applica ons.

Norxe has a product pla orm that allows for
customer speciﬁc customisa on.
All Norxe products are:
Ÿ

designed for mul -channel applica ons

Ÿ

warranted for 24/7

Ÿ

compliant with NVG
(separate IR/RGB and clonemode inputs)

Ÿ

hand built in Norway

Illuminated by LED and LASER diodes, all Norxe projectors
produce vibrant colours, are mo on pla orm compa ble up to
13G, can be rotated freely in all direc ons and require almost no
maintenance. All Norxe projectors use DLP technology for stability,
accurate colour reproduc on and reliability over me. With our
latest development, we now also support refresh rates up to
240Hz for cri cal applica ons where fast-moving content is
required to be sharp and free of image artefacts.
Low latency and 240Hz processing are key parameters in a
successful simula on setup. At 240Hz, the response me of the
P1+ WUXGA is fast enough to take full advantage of the increased
refresh rate elimina ng mo on blur to an indiscernible level. The
experienced responsive feel of a 240Hz system increases mo on
clarity over 120Hz, reduces user fa gue and brings a real added
value to any system with fast moving content.

An industry leading feature list accompanies the P1+ WUXGA.
Ÿ Single DLP op cal design
Ÿ Full Solid-State light source delivering 3000 RGB lumens
Ÿ 240Hz @ WUXGA resolu on with 8-bit processing
Ÿ WPT TM White Point Tracking
Ÿ 7 colour calibra on for mul -channel alignment
Ÿ 100,000-hour life me
Ÿ 115,000-hour MTBF
Ÿ 5-year standard warranty, extendable to 10 years.

Norxe is pioneering high brightness LED and Laser technology.
The result of this innova on is a High Brightness, Low Maintenance,
Superior color and true Solid-State projector. Perfect for physically
demanding applica ons and diﬃcult installa ons where maintenance
needs to be reduced to a minimum.

Norxe combines in-house engineering exper se
in op cs, mechanics, electronics and so ware.
Projectors are built for performance and quality
to provide real solid state day and night vision to
exac ng standards. All products are warranted
for 24/7 opera on without excep on.

Norxe is located in Fredrikstad, Norway. Located
at the bo om of the Oslo ord, Fredrikstad has a
long history as a projector manufacturing town.
Beginning with ASK then Proxima, Infocus,
Projec ondesign and now Norxe. There has been
a large pool of projec on industry talent in
Fredrikstad, which explains why Norxe was
founded here.
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